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Introduction
Self-timed circuit design has been mainly aimed at the modelling and implementation of behaviour that is either speed-independent or delay-insensitive. Today, there is more interest in mixed systems, where modules may have local clocks and interact asynchronously: hence the demand for corresponding models and synthesis methods. Designers often want to represent the desired behaviour as a combination of causality and ordering (timing) constraints. Such a behaviour may not satisfy some of the initial requirements imposed by the existing synthesis methods and tools. For instance, the asynchronous synthesis subsystem of SIS [9] requires that a Signal Transition Graph (STG), used to define the behaviour of a circuit, be output-persistent (only input signal transitions can be disabled). Moreover, the Forcage synthesis tool, described in [3] , puts even stronger requirements on *For J. Cortadella the specification. It must be totally free from choice, allowing only concurrency and two types of causality (AND and OR).
A simple example, the behaviour of a transparent latch considered in the next section, shows that both such restrictions are a serious limiting factor for the practical use of asynchronous design techniques.
Our aim is to be able to derive such and similar designs mechanically (ultimately, using a CAD tool) from their formal behavioural specifications. This should ideally be done within the already existing framework of synthesis methods developed for STGs, without requiring any custom design. It is well-known that synchronization of causaly unrelated events and signal disabling unavoidably leads to hazards in combinational logic and meta-stability in sequential logic. Hence the implementation of output disabling must use some circuitry (partly analogue) to resolve conflicts at the logical level. Such circuits should preferably be built using some standard library components, e.g., a two-input mutual exclusion (further called mutex or ME) element with an internal meta-stability detector [8] . Due to design methodology requirements, it is highly unlikely to expect designers to build their own special transistor interconnections, which would require putting effort extensive into analogue modelling and simulation. Thus, our goal is to be able to start from a specification of a most general class of behaviours describable by Petri nets and STGs (obviously bounded, to be implementable with finite memory), and then perform the following procedure:
1. determine a set of output signal transitions that are not persistent (can be disabled by input or output signal transitions);
3. factor them out of the model, making their outputs to be additional inputs to the circuit, which should now be output-persistent;
4. synthesise the "logical part" of the circuit by the present day STG-based methods and tools;
5. combine the "mutex part" with the "logical part"
by interconnecting the MEs and the gate network through the set of request-acknowledgement handshakes (if the standard n-input n-output M Es are used).
In this paper, we make our first attempt on this challenging path. We present some techniques for: 0 modelling the behaviour with conflicts and output non-persistency ;
transforming the initial specification into one with mutex element actions;
implementing the specification using standard MEs and logic synthesis techniques.
I . The timing diagrams shown in Figure 1 describe the three different situations that may occur when the latch is initially set at Q = 0 and subject to signal transitions at its inputs.
The inputs are initially both at logical 0, so that Q is stable. The first case, shown in ~i~~~~~ corresponds to the following sequence of signal transi-
denotes the positive (negative) edge of signal 2. Here we assume that both D+ and The modelling and transformation are both shown at the STG level, because it is more suitable for descriptive purposes. An algorithmic implementation, though, may also be done at the SG level, which has the advantage of being canonical, albeit often exponentially larger than a corresponding STG.
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A Simple Example: the Transparent Latch
Specification. We first provide an intuitive description for a transparent latch (henceforth, simply referred to as a "latch" unless it creates confusion) using timing diagrams and plain English. The latch is a device with two inputs D and Ck, and one output Q. We assume throughout this discussion that D is temporally unrelated to Ck, but otherwise hazard-free and locked in handshake with Q. This means that D cannot change value twice without waiting for Q to change in between. This is a reasonable assumption, e.g., for the synchronizer for an interrupt input to a microprocessor. If D could change multiple times without Q changing in between, then we would need a more complex STG and timing assumptions, that would unnecessarily complicate the example. We will later need some further timing constraints, e.g., relating the clock frequency to the meta-stability resolution time. to Ck-, is nondeterministic. We cannot precisely say which state Q will assume. If we specified that Q had always to change to logical 1, it would be an unrealistic requirement. It is known from theory and practice of building synchronisers (e.g., [6] ) that it is impossible to construct such a device that would behave in determinate way when the asynchronous input edge is close to the edge of the strobe signal.
The most difficult case to deal with, both in terms of its formal modelling and circuit implementation, is certainly the third one. Although the designer may clearly understand the impossibility of building a determinate implementation, and allow for two potential alternatives in the subsequent action of the device and its environment, there is an additional issue to be looked at: meta-stability. Incorrect implementation of the latch. We can be very naive and try to implement the above specification using for example a formal method based on STGs (see Section 3 for a more precise definition of the S T G syntax and semantics). The S T G which completely satisfies the informal specification given above in terms of timing diagrams is shown in Figure 2 It is easy to traverse the SG to find the specified cases. The first two cases are simply the feasible firing sequences in the STG. In analysing them we should bear in mind that the firing of either transition Q+ or transition Q-does not disable transition Ck-since we have two-way arcs connecting those two transitions to place p . At the same time the arcs connecting the transitions of D with those of Q depict the assumed causality (when the switching of D causes the transitions of Q ) and ordering (when input D cannot change lations. As for the third case, consider the situation when, after firing Ck+, the STG reaches the marking in which the place p contains a token. This marking obviously enables transitions Ck+ and D+. Now, assume that D+ fires very close to Ck-, but before it. In this case, the net reaches the marking (state 110) under which both Ck-and Q+ are enabled. Since before the corresponding change of Q has arrived) re-Q is an output signal, transition Q+ cannot fire instantaneously. The associated delay is at least the delay of a gate whose output produces Q. Thus we assume that the STG transitions labelled with signal Q have a non-zero enabling time. This time may however be longer than the time difference between D+ and Ck-. Hence, there is a non-zero probability that transition Q+ may not manage to fire and thus can be disabled by Ck-. A similar situation happens when D-arrives close enough before Ck-. The SG of the STG thus correctly represent the nondeterminism in the behavioural specification.
In order to build a circuit implementing this model, let us apply the same procedure for logical implementation of an SG as described, e.g., in [ It is well-known that this implementation works only assuming that transitions of D occur far enough from the falling edge of Ck (setup and hold times). In the asynchronous case, though, this is not satisfactory, because we cannot safely make such an assumption. The danger here is that the latch may reach a metastable state, lasting an unbounded amount of time, in which its output has a value which is neither logical 0 nor logical 1. This intermediate value is even more dangerous because it can be interpreted differently by different logical gates driven by the latch.
In order to ensure safe and correct operation while complying with the initial STG model, we have to alter our synthesis procedure so as to avoid non-persistency of output signal transitions. The approach that we pursue in the rest of the paper is based on the explicit use of ME elements, to protect the transitions of outputs which are non-persistent in the initial specification. In this approach we assume that a ME is implemented safely and generates no hazards at its outputs if the input changes satisfy the basic handshake protocols on the request/acknowledgement terminals of the ME element.
We are not eliminating meta-stability (this cannot be done), but we are limiting it to some specific circuit component, the ME, which has a well-defined behaviour and produces valid logic outputs even in the met a-stable state.
Signal Transition Graphs
Signal Transition Graphs and Petri nets The Signal Transition Graph (STG) was independently introduced by [2] and [7] as a specification formalism for asynchronous sequential circuits. An STG is an interpreted Petri net, and as such it is capable to explicitly capture causality, concurrency and choice.
A Petri net is a triple N =< P I T , F >, where P is a set of places, T is a set of transitions and F C ( P x T)U(T x P ) is the flow relation. A place p E P is a predecessor of a transition t E TI and t is a successor
An STG is an interpreted Petri net: transitions of the net are interpreted as value changes on input/output signals of the specified circuit. Positive transitions (labeled with a "+") represent 0 -+ 1 changes, negative transitions (labeled with a "-") represent 1 --+ 0 changes. Input transitions are those that occur on input signals of the circuit, output transitions are those that occur on its output signals.
The conventional graphical representation of an STG (slightly different from the Petri net convention) is a directed graph, where transitions are simply identified by their name, places are denoted by circles, and directed edges represent elements of the flow relation. Places with only one predecessor and one successor are usually omitted. Directed edges whose successor is a transition represent sequencing constraints, either on the circuit to be synthesized (if their successor is an output transition), or on the environment (if their successor is an input transition). They specify what set of transitions causes each transition.
A token marking of a Petri net is a non-negative integer labeling of its places. A transition is enabled (i.e. the corresponding event can happen in the circuit) whenever all its predecessor places are marked with at least one token.
An enabled transition may fire. This means that the corresponding signal changes value in the circuit. When it fires, a token is removed from every predecessor place, and a token is added to every successor place.
If a place marked with only one token has more than one enabled successor transition, then only one of them may non-deterministically fire. The other transitions are disabled by its firing.
A marking M" is reachable from another marking M' if there exists a sequence of enabled transition firings that produces M" starting from MI.
A marking M' is live if for all markings M" reachable from MI, every transition can be enabled through some sequence of firings from MI'. A marked net is live if its initial marking is live.
A marking MI is bounded if the number of tokens that any place can be holding after any sequence of firings from M' is bounded. A marking M' is safe (sometimes referred to as 1-bounded) if it is 1-bounded. A marked net is bounded (resp. safe) if its initial marking is bounded (resp. safe).
A transition t is called
Note that our definition of output-persistency is rather conservative (cf., [12] ). We do not allow to exploit the interleaving semantics of concurrency between labeled actions at the STG level. For example, let tl be a transition labeled with an output change t* and disabled by t z under a reachable marking M .
Let also exist another transition t 3 which is labelled with the same label and enabled after the firing of t z . Thus, t3 "takes over" the signal transition t* and thus preserves its enabling. We classify this case as non-output-persistent .
This restriction is important for our approach to model transformation, as will be described in the next section. This approach is entirely net-based. LFrom practical reasons this limitation is not crucial since the descriptive power of Petri nets allows keeping a one-toone relationship between signal transition events and Petri net transitions. Furthermore, it disciplines the designer in an optimal utilisation of net transitions.
State Graphs
The reachability graph of a Petri net is a directed graph where each node corresponds to a marking and an edge joins a pair of markings MI, M" if there exists a transition t* that firing from MI produces M" (the transition labels the edge).
The It is clear that the SG produced by an STG can be non-semimodular for some output t only if the STG is not persistent with respect to some transition labelled with t . One cannot derive the next-state function to produce a hazard-free logic for t , as was shown in Section 2. In the following section, we show how this problem can be resolved at the S T G level, be means of adding special-purpose transitions, called semaphore actions. These transitions are aimed at isolating all the output non-persistency from the logic part of the implementation. They can be implemented by standard ME elements.
(CSC).
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Conflict places and Petri net transformations
Similarly to many situations in concurrent programming, the problem of guaranteeing a persistent behaviour in a Petri net can be solved by forcing a mutually exclusive access to conflicting places. Thus, a place becomes a critical section of the system, which has several processes (producers) adding tokens to the place and several processes (consumers) taking tokens from the place [l] .
The problem of non-persistency arises when more than m consumers (transitions) are simultaneously enabled by a place, while the place has only n ( n < m) tokens. Let us assume these m transitions signify changes in output signals. Since signal changes are not instantaneous in digital circuits, all m transitions may start their process of changing a signal. However only n of them (the fastest to complete) will be able to fire and, therefore, the other m -n transitions will have to be cancelled. This cancellation may produce undesirable effects on the circuit behaviour: hazards, manifested by glitches generated by the cancellation of the slowest signals, and meta-stability, perceived when the circuit is not able to decide the completion order of transitions.
These circuit malfunctions will be avoided if at most n transitions are allowed to be enabled when the conflicting place has n tokens.
The producer-consumer problem
The problem to be solved in our domain of Petri nets is a simplified version of the consumer-producer problem in which messages (tokens) have no explicit meaning, i.e. they are not used for communication but only for synchronization, and the buffer (place) used to store messages is large enough to handle the maximum number of messages that can be produced (this number must be bounded for the specification to be implementable as a logic circuit).
Since producers will never find the buffer full, there is no need for them to have a mutually exclusive access with the other processes of the system. Only consumers, competing for tokens in the conflicting place, must be controlled.
A classical solution to control the concurrent access to a critical section is the use of semaphores. The simplest implementation of a semaphore consists of a 1-bit variable (sem), and two atomic operations: e wait (sem) , that halts the process until the value of sem is 1. After its execution the value of sem becomes 0. This operation grants the access to the critical section. Thus, a process willing to access a critical section c, protected by the semaphore sem must execute the following sequence of operations:
. . . wait(sem); access(c); signal(sem); . . .
An ME is the hardware implementation of a semaphore. Figure 3 depicts the behaviour of a 2-input ME in which place me plays the role of the 1-bit variable of the semaphore. The operation wait (sem) is implemented by the handshaking pair R+ --f A+, whereas signal (sem) is implemented by R---+ A-.
In general the behaviour of a semaphore controlling n concurrent processes can be implemented by an ninput ME, which can either be a primitive gate in a library, or be constructed from cascaded 2-input M Es.
S T G-level transformations
The next step in our methodology to solve the problem of output non-persistence is to re-describe the behaviour of the circuit by means of semantic-preserving transformations from the original description. This basically involves interleaving conflicting transitions with the primitives that guarantee mutual exclusion. The resulting Petri net has the property that no more ihan one of the original conflicting transitions can be enabled simultaneously. The problem of output nonpersistence is thus moved out to the outputs of the ME (which are now inputs of the circuit being synthesized) and converted into a situation of input nonpersistence. Figure 4 shows how the primitives wait and signal can be described at the STG level. Each primitive has two parameters: the number of the ME channel to which requests are done (i) and the ME used for that particular critical section (in general, several critical der for each channel i to force a 4-phase handshake between signals Ri and Ai, a 1-safe place p; is inserted in such a way that a token in pi indicates that the handshake has completed and a new handshake can be initiated.
Let us assume that we have a conflict place p such as the one depicted in Figure 5 .(a), with n producer transitions (tl , . . . , tn) and m consumer transitions (e1 , . . . , em). In the transformed description ( Figure   5 .(b)) no changes must be included for the producers, but mutually exclusive access must be guaranteed for the consumers1.
A distinction between input and non-input transitions must be done when inserting primitives for mutual exclusion. Specifically the circuit must not put additional constraints on the behaviour of the environment. This is illustrated by the different transformations applied to c1 and e, (assumed to be non-input 'Notice that a consumer can also be a producer at the same time (self-loop transition) and input transitions respectively).
More precisely, the enabling conditions of output signal transitions, that are under direct control, can be conditioned to follow the wait handshake. On the other hand, the enabling conditions of input signal transitions cannot be changed, because the environment cannot be constrained in general. This means that the wait handshake corresponding to an input transition can be initiated only after the corresponding transition has fired. In consequence, the disabling of the output transitions can occur only after this wait. In Figure 5 .(b) this is represented by an unlabeled, internal transition E that removes the token from p , and hence prevents c1 from potentially firing, only when we know for sure that c1 has lost the arbitration, and it is not currently enabled. In practice, this internal transition can be the AA transition of the corresponding wait
Another interesting point to note is that in general we cannot control the marking of successor places of input transitions (e.g., sm). This means that, in principle, we cannot ensure that the resulting STG is safe, or even bounded. Moreover signals do not have a successor transition, implying a potentially non-stronglyconnected STG. The first problem is the most serious, because it forces the introduction of timing constraints to ensure resolution of arbitration (and potentially of meta-stability) before places p and p , can be safely marked again. Otherwise, the resulting circuit could not be built in a hazard-free manner.
The second problem can also be solved with timing constraints, or, in the case of 1-safe conflict places, with simple transformations at the STG-level (see Figure 6) . Once the token of the conflict place has been consumed, no other "consuming" transition will be enabled until a "producing" transition is fired. For this reason, there is no need to free the critical section after consuming the token and, thus, signal operations can be delayed until after having put the token into the place. The appropriate sequencing between operations of the same ME channel must be guaranteed by the net (denoted by dashed arcs in the figure).
ME channel assignment
Two transitions, tl and t z , are called in conflict with respect to place p (denoted by tlC,tz), if t l , t z E p* and there is a marking under which they are both enabled and the firing of one of them disables the other one. Note that this conflict may be asymmetric, i.e. one transition disables the other while not vice versa. implies that p is a critical resource that must protected by a semaphore mechanism.
C, can be used to derive a conflict graph in which each node represents a transition ti E p'. There is an arc between ti and ti iff tiCptj. Given a conflict graph, the problem of assigning transitions to ME channels can be reduced to the problem of colouring the conflict graph2. Therefore, to guarantee mutual exclusion between transitions, an n-input ME will be inserted, n being the number of colours required for the graph.
In the example of Figure 7 , a possible channel assignment for a 3-input ME could be the following: for wait(a,me) ).
The Latch Example Revisited
We can now revisit the latch example, and apply to
The first step, illustrated in Figure 8 .(a), consists it the transformations sketched in Section 4. of 1. Analyzing which transitions are in conflict, building a conflict graph and assigning ME channels to conflicting transitions.
2.
Protecting those transitions with a waitlsignal pair.
Obviously Q* and Q-can never be enabled simultaneously, so they can share channel a, while channel b is assigned to Ck-. Note that:
A place is required for each ME channel, between signals and waits, to ensure their proper ordering.
0 We have applied the 1-safe optimization outlined above, in order to obtain a reasonable implementation.
We must then add edges E + Ck* and s(b) + Ck-to obtain a strongly connected STG, as shown in Figure 8 .(b). These edges are timing constraints that must be satisfied if the latch in order to properly operate the latch. Basically they state that the clock must wait long enough for the ME to resolve metastability. Otherwise, the ME would be operated in a manner that is different than its "legal" 1/0 protocol, represented in Figure 3 . In this case, the Rb input may fall before the Ab output rises, and the Rb input may rise before the Ab output has fallen. This may or may not be a problem, depending on the circuit design used to implement the ME. With the solution shown in Figure 9 neither case is problematic, because the former helps the ME leaving a meta-stable state, while the latter may drive it again into meta-stability while the previous meta-stability has not been resolved yet, which only adds to the length of a potentially unbounded process3
This first STG does not have CSC, so state signal transitions must be added to it to make it implementable [ l l , 51. One possible solution, with one state signal s, is shown in Figure 10 .(a). Redundant places (i.e., places whose removal does not affect the enabling/firing conditions of the net) have been removed, for the sake of clarity. We can now expand the symbolic actions wait and signal to full handshakes, thus obtaining the final STG shown in Figure 10.(b) . This STG can be implemented, as shown in Figure ll in the input datum, but only when the external clock C k is high. Otherwise, C k locks the ME. This implementation makes use of the fact that D must wait for Q to change before it can change again, in the original specification.
Furthermore, we are not violating any physical principle, because this latch cannot be used to implement an ideal synchronizer, that is known to be impossible, even if it never produces a meta-stable output. The problem is that we don't know when Q will change relative to the falling edge of C k , while if a latch is used respecting setup and hold times, we know that its output will be stable after a known settling time has elapsed since the falling edge of Ck. So if we use Q for driving combinational logic, we cannot reliably latch its output.
We have two potential advantages from the use of this latch, and of the proposed methodology, though:
1. No output will ever have an invalid logic value, except for the "standard'' rising and falling transients.
2. If the clock can be stopped, then the Ab output of the ME can be used to do so and provide reliable, synchronous operation.
Another useful byproduct of this design can be the implementation of a Request-Grant-Done (RGD) arbiter (see, e.g., [lo] ) shown in Figure ll 
Arbiter with reject
The arbiter with reject is another interesting example of a circuit prone to suffer from meta-stability. Its behaviour is described by the STG of Figure 12 . Basically, this arbiter must respond to a request either with an Ack, if the resource is free, or with a Nack, if the resource is busy, thus allowing the requester to do something else. In this case there are two conflict places, free and busy, with three possible situations of output nonsemi-modularity: A l + t free --+ A2+, Al-t busy * N2+ and A2-t busy * N1+
By applying the transformations presented in Section 4, a circuit with two MEs (one for each conflict place) would be obtained. Instead of this approach, we have chosen to use only one ME by considering both places as one critical section. Thus, all the aforementioned transitions must be guaranteed an exclusive access to the places free and busy.
By assuming the reader to be somewhat familiar with the STG-level transformations, we briefly sketch the resulting STGs in Figure 13 . Although six differ-
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Figure 14: Speed-independent realization of the arbiter with reject ent transitions have access to the critical section, only two M E channels are required after analysing the conflict relation among them. In the final solution two state signals, s1 and s2, have been inserted to obtain an STG with the CSC property. After synthesis, a speed-independent realization such as the one shown in Figure 14 is obtained.
An alternative implementation of the arbiter with reject was initially presented by Nowick and Dill in [4] . Both solutions have a similar structure, although the one presented in this paper is slightly simpler by the fact that the two toggle elements are substituted by two OR gates. The other significant difference is the use of two latches at the inputs instead of two C elements (both gates roughly have the same complexity).
Conclusions
This paper tackles the problem of synthesizing circuits from behavioural specifications with internal conflicts. Nowadays, conflicts are resolved by ad-hoc transistor-level circuitry usually developed by designers with high expertise in analogue methods. Otherwise, circuits obtained by direct synthesis from logic functions may suffer from hazardous or meta-stable behaviour.
We have provided a methodology that allows to mechanically solve this problem by using standard components devised and tested to avoid meta-stability (i.e. mutual exclusion elements). The original description is transformed into another one in which MEs can be directly inserted to resolve conflicts while existing CAD tools can be used to derive the logical part.
It is worth to emphasize that the presented methodology can be incorporated into automatic synthesis tools, thus helping even an inexperienced designer to correctly tackle synchronization problems.
